Eclipse Equinox Helps the
US Army Sniff out Trouble
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Remote Maintenance keeps
Soldiers Equipped

Embracing the Equinox OSGi
framework and other Eclipse
technologies illustrates the US Army’s
commitment to new software
development approaches. Equinox had
many advantages that were well suited to
the requirements for Cyrano and sped
development. In particular, the ability to
remotely start and stop services and
change configurations without rebooting,
combined with the rich set of available
services geared to remote systems,
provide a solid foundation for
development.

When soldiers are sent into a new
situation, their units can be automatically
updated from a centralized server to
meet the anticipated threat with the right
sensor support. “Our users are National
Guardsmen, typically with other
pressing tasks to think about, so it was
vital that we could make headless
configuration and maintenance a nonissue for them,” relates Captain Philip
Rusiecki, Survey Team Leader with the
Michigan National Guard. As new
weapons of mass destruction sensors are
developed, Cyrano’s component model
and the agile approach will make it fast
and simple to add support. Indeed Mark
Salamango, Chief Pervasive Architect
with TARDEC points out that Cyrano is
really about consolidating information
into simple views, aggregating those

The Cyrano project members took an
agile development approach, releasing
new candidates weekly at first, and now
monthly. Eclipse’s versioning tools
made it easy to move between platforms
and share code remotely, while JUnit
allowed them to isolate faults by
segregating the testing of components
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the effectiveness and safety of fighters in
the field.

views from soldier to soldier in real time
for situational awareness, and enabling
effective communications. Equinox
allowed core functionality to be applied
to virtually any sort of problem that
involves reading sensor data, making the
US Army more agile and protects the tax
payer’s investment.

TARDEC and Band XI have years of
experience working with Eclipse, and
Cyrano has reconfirmed their
commitment to the platform. They are
looking forward to integrating the
Eclipse Update
Manager and the
Eclipse
Communications
Framework’s support
for Apple’s Bonjour
auto discovery and
configuration protocol
into future releases of
Cyrano.
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system diagnostics and prognostics in
the field could provide key strategic
advantages throughout the Army.
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Recently, Mr. Salamango received an
inquiry within the Army Research
establishment for ideas related to convoy
management. By briefly relating the
requirements, Band XI was able to pull
together a prototype solution in a matter
of days. The demonstration was well
received and further strengthened Mr.
Salamango’s reputation within his
command as an effective problem solver.
Salamango points out the important role
Eclipse technology played in allowing
them to rapidly prototype and respond to
new requirements, and helping enhance
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